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Introduction
In object-orient,ed programs, there is a single entit,y called an object, which represents hoth data and operations. Objects with similar data and operations can be specified by their commo~i class. A class is a template that declares data members (attributes, properties) and operations (methods, member functions). A class is considered to be a basic unit of testing in object-oriented testing literature. The majority of class testing techniques generate test cases based on either algcbraic specifications [5, 8, 101 or model-based specifications[l3, 14, 211.
In this paper, we discuss the application of finite state machines (FSM) in class tcsting. A major characteristic of classes is the inttmction between data members and member functions. The behavior of member fiinct,ions is determined by the values of data 0-8186-7171-8/95 $04.00 0 1995 IEEE members and in turn, member functions manipulate data members. This interaction is reprtisentcd as tlefinitions and uses of data members in member functions and can be properly modeled with FSMs; data members represent the allowable states of it11 object and member functions represent a change of states, i.e., a transition of FSMs. Therefore, FSMs are often used as a specification of classes in most object-oriented analysis and design (00A/OOD) methods [3, 6, 18, 191 . However, FSMs in 0 0 A / O O D methods a.re descrihcd with English or pseudo-code and lack formal semantics to enable automated generation of test cases. We propose class state machine (CSM) for automatic test cases generation. The basic fcatures of CSM are based on FSMs used in Rumbaugh et al. 's method[l8] . CSM is a sort of extended FSMs composed of states, transitions, and data members of a class.
In our technique, we specify the behavior of classes in terms of CSM and generatre test cases based on data flows in CSM. First, we transform CSM into a flow graph from which we can explicitly identify data flows; definitions and uses of each data member in CSM. Then we apply conventional data flow testing techniques [9, 161 upon the flow graph. This generates test cases which cover associations between definit,ions and uses of each data member. We can determine whether or not data flows in CSM are correctly implemented in the class's code with these t,estt cases. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses class specification based 011 FSM and formally defines CSM. Section 3 presents our testing technique hased on CSM. Section 4 describes rela,t,ed works to class testing and compares our work with them. Conclusion and futurc works are given in section 5.
Class Specification Based on FSMs
Booch [3] discussed the motivation of using FSMs in class specification: An object has state, behavior, and identity. The existence of state within an object means that the order in which operations are invoked is important and we can formally characterize the behavior of the object in terms of FSMs.
R.umhaugh et a1. [18] e F is a finite set of member fiinrtions of C.
S is a finite set of states, i.e., S = {s I s = (def)} where de f is a predicate on data members in V .
T is a finite set of transitions, i.e., T = { t I t = (sou.rce, target, f n,, gunrd, action)} where -source E S is a state from which t departs.
-target E S is a state at which t arrives.
-fn, E F is a member function which triggers t .
-gunrd is a predicate on data members in V and parameters of member fiinctions in F .
-action is a set of computations on data members in V and parameters of mcmber fiinctions in F . A transition consistss of source, t w g e t , f n, gu.ard, and nction,. If an object is in state source, f n, is called and guard is true, then a transition occurs. Hence, the pre-condition of a transition consists of source state ilnd g n i d . When a transition occurs, wtion. is performed and the state is changed into target. Hence, the post-condition of a transition consists of target state and action. For example, transition t 4 in Fig. 1 has closed, opened as a source and target state, respectively. Fig. 1 Fig. 1 
Error transitions in CSM CSM in
T ( s , f ) = { t E T I t.source = s A t.fn = . f } In
, T(closed, m o v e ( a ) ) is 0 and T(opened, m,c*ve(a)) is ( t 7 ) .
Definition 2.3 Let M = ( V , F , S , T ) be a CSM, s E S be a state, and f E F be a member function.
For example, in Fig. 1 (closed, s p , 
Class Testing Based on FSMs
In this section, we present a class testing technique based on CSM. Briefly our technique consists of the following steps:
1.
2.
We transform CSM into a flow graph called class ~O U J grnph (CFG) from which we can explicitly idcntify data flows in CSM.
We gencrak test cases from CFG using conventional data flow testing techniques.
(a) We identify definitions and uses of each data member in CFG. (b) Based on these definitions and uses, every association between definitions and uses is established. (c) Test cases are gencmted to covcr these associations using data flow testing criteria.
The following subsections describe these steps in detail.
Transforming CSM into CFG
A flow graph is a graphical representation of a program's control structure. The nodes of a flow graph arc' statements of a program and edges indicate possible flow of control between nodes. In our technique, CSM is transformed into CFG. CFG is a flow graph which explicitly reprcwnt both the control and data flows of a class. The drfinition of CFG is as follows: and t-nodes, respectively.
-E,qt is a. set of st-edges; a st-edge is ( 5 , t ) , s -EsB is a set of sg-edges; a sg-edge is (s, g ) , The above algorithm accepts a CSM as an input and outputs a CFG. For example, CSM in Fig. 1 is transformed into CFG in Fig. 3 by Algorithm 3.1.
Each state in CSM is represented by the corresponding s-node in CFG. In Fig. 3 there exist s-nodes, which are drawn by ellipses, representing states of CSM in Fig. 1; S O , .3f, .se, closed, and opened. The diamond is a g-node; each guard of a transition in CSM which is not true is represented by a g-node. If the guard of a transition is true, there exists no g-node which represent the guard. The rectangle is a t-node; each transition in CSM is represented by a t-node.
Edges of CFG represent possible control flows hetween s-nodes, g-nodes, and t-nodes. We note that the following characteristics of the edges in CFG:
0 In an st-edge (s, t ) , s is source state of transit,ion t; this represents that if an object is in s, transition t will occur. For example, (closed, t z ) in Fig. 3 represents that if tl occur, the state is changed into closed. Similarly, an gt-edge (9, t) is followed by an ta-edge.
Test Case Generations from CFG
In our technique, test cases are gcnerated using da,ta flow testing techniques which selects test cases according to the locations of definitions and uses of variables in CFG.
First, each data member of a class is classified as being d e f i n e d , corrspii,tntl:on,-u,sed (c-use) or pedacnteu.sad (p-use) and this is identified by R.iile 3.1. We do not consider definitions and uses of parameters of nic.ml)rr functions, because we are interested in the intcwir:t,ions between data members and member functions. ( t 4 , open&, t 6 ) , ( t 4 , opened, g7), ( t 4 , opened, t s ) , (t4, opened, ts),   (t4, opened, t 1 3 ) , (t4, openmi, t 1 4 ) , (t4, opened, !JIB),  ( t 7 , opened, t s ) , (t7, open,ed, g7), ( t 7 , openmi, t s ) , (t7, opert,ed, t n ) ,  (t7, open,ed, t 1 3 ) , ( t 7 , openred, t 1 4 ) , (t7, opened, g~s ) ,  ( t x , closed, t 2 ) , ( t x , c l o~e d ,   t s ) , ( t s , closed, gd), ( t x , closed, t s ) ,  ( t 8 , closed, glo), ( t s , closed, til) , (t*, closed, t , 2 ) Finally, test cases are generated to cover associations between definitions and uses of each data member using certain data flow testing criteria. A numhm of coverage criteria such as all-defin,ition,, d luse, a.nd c~l l -d~i , path coverage have been studied and compared [9, 161. All-definition coverage requires that every definition be covered by at least one use. Alluses coverage requires that at least one path from every definition to every use be exercised. All-du path coverage requires that every path from every definition to every use be exercised. For example, Table 3 shows test cases generated by all-def criteria for class Door. t l , c l o d , g4, t4, o p m e d , t 9 , sf),   (SO, t i , closed, t 3 , closed, g4, 
Related Works
In general, FSM models of software abound in the testing literature [2] . Since Chow proposed testing techniques based on FSMs [7] , many FSM-based testing techniqiies have been proposed especially in protocol conformance testing [4] [15] proposed a class testing technique based on object sta,te model (OSD) which is similar to statc?charts [ll] . They extract OSD from source code and generate test cases by constrticting a spanning tree from OSD. Therefore, their technique mainly considers control flows in FSMs when generating test cases. In contrast, our technique generates test cases based on data flows in FSMs.
In object-oriented testing literature, a class is considered to be a basic unit of testing and several techniques have been proposed for class testing. Most of them is a specification-based technique using either algebraic specifications [5, 8, 101 or model-based specifications[l3, 14, 211. An algebraic specification consists of signatures which define the syntactic properties and axioms which define the properties of member functions. A model-based specification specifies the pre-condition and post-condition of each member functions using well-defined mathematical models such as sets or sequenccs.
In A node in the flow graph represents a member function. An edge between node A and B means that it is permissible to invoke A followed by B. Determining of whether or not an edge exists is based on the model-based specification of a class. of class testing: (i) intra-method testing which tests member functions individually, (ii) inter-method testing which tests a member function together with other member functions that it calls and, (iii) intra-class testing which tests the interactions of member functions when they are called in various sequences. To support each data flow in the three levels, they construct a flow graph which represents every possible sequences of member functions from the class's code. Then they generate test cases using inter-procedural data flow testing techniques.
The works in [12, 171 are code-based, i.e., a flow graph is constructed from thc class's code without, specifications and every seqiience of member fiinctions is assumed feasible. In contrast, our technique is specification-based, i.e., we specify the hchavior of classes using FSMs and a flow graph is constructed from FSMs. There exist infeasible sequences of member functions in our flow graph; these seqnences arc determined by FSMs. Therefore, the works in [12, 171 and our work are complemcmtary each other. Pa.rrish et a1. [17] extended Zweben et al.'s work so t,liat a flow graph can be generated with or without specifications. A node of their flow graph is a member function and there exists an edge for every pair of nodes. Then a specification, if it exists, must be used to find infeasible paths. However, in the absence of specification, every sequence of member functions is assumed feasible.
Conclusion
Harrold and R,othermel[l2] proposed data flow testing t,echniques for classes. They identify three levels
In this paper, we have proposed a tcst,ing technique for classes in object-oriented programs. Our techniqiie is a specification-based testing using FSMs. By using FSMs as a specification of classes, we can properly model the interactions between data members and member functions. In order to test the behavior of classes effectively, we have generated test cases by transforming FSMs into a flow graph arid applying data flow testing techniques upon the flow graph. We have used flow graphs instead of directly generating test cases from FSMs, hence we can adapt conventional data flow testing techniques for class testing.
Our work presented in this paper does not consider inter-class relationships. In general, there are three types of relationships between classes: association, aggregation and inheritance[l8]. In several 0 0 A / O O D methods such as [6, 181 these relationships are specified with extended FSMs similar to sta We are investigating testing techniques of inter-class relationships based on statecharts-like specifications.
